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FERHION DYNAMICAL SYI’IHETRYAND THE NUCLEAR SHELL HODEL

JOSEPH N. GINOCCEIO

Theoretical Division, Los AlaroB National Laboratoq
Los Alsmos, New Mexico 87545 U.S.A.

1. INTRODUCTION

The interacting ‘?aon ❑odell ) (IE?l) has dee n very successful in giving a

unified ●nd simple description of the spectroscopic properties of a wide

range of nuclri, from vibrational through rotational n~.clei. The three bssic

cssunptions of the ❑odel ● re that 1) the - lence nucleon- move about ● doubly

cloned core, 2) the collective low-lying ststeo ● re componed primarily of

coherent pai:s of neutrons and psirs of protons coupled to ●ngular wieentum <

zero ●nd two ●nd 3) these coherent psirs are approxheted as boaonn.

In this review we shall show how it is possible to have fermion H~li-

tonians which have ● class of collective ●i8enstates compored entirely of

monopole ●nd qusdrupole pair- of fermions. els) Hence thece wdels shtisfy

the ●-gumptions 1) ●nd 2) ●bove but no b(ton ●pproximxt.ion need & m.edel

Thus the Pauli principle is k~pt in ttct.

Furthermore the femion chell ●odel rtates excludtd i,I the IBH can bu

classified by the nlmber of femion pairs whjch ●re n~t coberant monopole or

qusdrupole pairs. Hence the ■ixing of theoe otates into the low”lying

spectrim cau be calculated in ● systematic ●nd trsctable manner, Thus we can

introduce festureo which are outside the IBM.

2. HONO-POLEAND QUADRUPLE PAIRING

Our goal is to construct fermion #hell model Hamiltonisnn which havo ●

class of eigenstatos c~onad of monopolo, fl=O+, pairo ●nd qudrupole,

F-2+, pair- only, Tha wny to do this ia to coparatr tho nin~lo-nuclaon

●ngular momentum ~ into t pseudo-orbit.l ●ngular .owntum ~ and. ps.udo-spin

~.s’s) We call thaso “poeudo” becauca k my not corraapond to tho raal

orbital antular ~ntum ‘f the cLo1l snd ths opin my ba Iraator than f. M

●XWIG is the s-d sh~ll whicL of courss hss orbital ●ngular ~ntw ~0,2

and spiu s=$, Howev@r we can tpan thasa statoa with k=l and i93/2, After tha

aoparation, tha spaciml nubapaca is defined by o-in8 over tha psoudo-mgu-

lar mntum or spin tharaby makint thoaa desrcas of fraodom inact~vt. Msnc*

this technique it s way of reducing th cnmber of ●ctivo detrcoo of fr..d~

in a fefiton shell modal snd aeparatind tha large formion shell modal D~t:s



into .vo parts. Another vay of looking ●t this reparation is LO think of it

●s a generalization of pairing. In pairing th~ ■onopole pair is Lhe only

specisl pair ●nd the ●ingle-nucleon ●ngular mmenta in this pair ●re com-

pletely coupled to total ●ngular ~ntum zero. In the present model the

single-nucleon ●ngular ~ntum is split into tvo parts. Host of tie ain8le-

nucleon ●ngular mmentum ia coupled to zerc -n the special pair-, but a small

part of it im not.

To be more explicit we define ● nucleon creation operntor an ●+(ki,jm

which creates s nucleon in an orbit vlth sinsle-aucleon ●ngular momentum j,

plojrction ■ with poeudo-orbitsl ●ngular momentum k and pseudo-spin i which

● re coupled to j,

(2.1)

A pair of nucleon- is then ● linemr combination of orbital- coupled in k-i

coupling to ● tutal p~eudo-orbital angular momentum K, pseudo-spin I, with

these then coupled to total mqul?r momentum J tnd projection H,

J c(KIJJ[.:L,:i]H(KI)’J
(KI)Jtl C ‘ki ki

(2.2)

Becsuse of ●ntinymet~, tlm sum of ●ngular mo+enta is ●vm:

K+I*J even . (2.,3)

For our purpooec we want to separate nut one special angular momentum ssro

pair ●nd one special ●ngular ~ntum tvo pair for which w can conntruct

-hell model Hamiltonianm vhicb will have ● class of cisenstates C-O? ~ only

of these psira, Thor@ ● re only two vays to do th’.s:

(2.4)

(2.5)



The-e two possibilities ●ach lead to Hamiltmians with dynamical syme-

txiem. The firrt option A leads to an Sp6 dywrnical o-try; the cecond

option B leads to an S08 dymrical symetry. s) Each of these models has

interesting features. The Sp6 model has an SU,3 subgroup which meana that

●xially aymetric rotational nuclei emerge from this model when the Emmil-

tonian has this SU3 as ● dyntmical c~t~. On ?he other hand the S08 nodel

has ●n S06 subgroup which #ivea y-unstable rotational ruclei when the Emmil-

tonian has an S06 dflamical ●ymetry. The IBH hms both of these pomsibili-—-

tiem.

However of these two fermion models only the S08 model hss ● one-to-one

correspondence betweeu the space spsmed bv the fermion states coqosed of

the special sonopole ●nd quadruple psirs of neutrtinn and protons and the

‘) In the Sp6 -del manyspace spanned by the rnonopole snd quadruple bosons.

of the most collective statec vsnish due to the Pauli principle. For this

rea~on the S08 model bms received the w-t ●ttention to dkte, ●nd we shall

ditcusc that mcdel in s~ctions 3-S in detail first. llowevur m9ny interesting

fettures appesr In the Sp6 model as well, ●nd tiiere has been ● revival of

Iaterest of late in this ■odel’). We chall rep~rt recent devalopents in

this ■odel in section 5.

3. The S08 tlodel

The total number of valence ●hell motel orbits in the S08 model cm be ● s

lar~e ●m necel~aq ●nd is biven hy

2fl=41(2k+l), (3.1)
k

and hence the total number of poosiblc otates for n valtnce nucloonn cm ba

l~rge, ( ~ ), where n is the number of valence nufleons. A wonderful ●spect

about the G08 adel is thst all tbe ntatc~ in th:,s opaco cm b classified

a) In particular●ccordint to irreducible representstiono of the S118 #roup,

the statem in the npsce can be classified ●ccordin~ to tho numbtr of nucloonm

in the •ttte~, 11, not coupled to th~ ●pecial wn~jpola ●nd quadrupol~ pair,

This q~sntum n~ber is k ganarslixation o? th- smniorlty quantum numhr s)

which just countn the number oi uuclcono not couplo~ Lo a monopol~ pair. The

states with u=O corre~pocid to the colleutiva ●ubs}mce composed only of mono-

polo ●nd quadrupol, pairs, ●nd Lam a one-to-one corraapoudanca with tbc IM

tpacc. Tha states with u=2 tra “home with only OLA pair which i- not ●

wnopole 01” quadrupola pair and so on, Thic tnaturu maann that the study of

Lha couplin: ,)f the collactire monap~la ●nd quadrup~l~ opace to the othtir

statas left ott of tae IBtl Opa-o cm h~ a~udiod in a cyntmatic way.



For odd nuclei u will be odd. The state u=l correspond to the states of

the interacting bocon-fermion mode16) in which sn odd fermion is coupled to

the ●ven-even core described by the IBH. the allowed quantum numbers of U=I

in the S08 ●odel have been worked out.’)

The monopole pair Stcreation operator, , ●nd qumdrupole pair creation

operator, D;, IJ=2,1 ,0,-1,-2, ure given by applying (2.2) ●nd (2,5),

(3.2s)

(3.2b)

/

These pair creation operatoro tnd their hermitian conjugates, plus the ❑ulti-

pole operatcrs with total pseudo-orbital angular momentum rnnk ●qual to zero,

(3,2c)

3) In particular, the pseu~o-spin 8ener-● re f.he Bene:ator,l of the S08 group.

●tor is

In addition to these op!rators, the multipole operstoro

(3.2(i)

(3.3)

t t R(r), ●,md genmrate an SO(2k+J) Broup.cornute with S , D ,

Henc@ ●ny -hell ■odel nuclear hmiltonian which hao ●n S080 nk~fi,
‘1”9

dynami~fil symetv will have c sub~pace of ●igellatates con~ioting of F , D

pairs only. The ■ost gLneral ●L!ell mo,lel hamiltonian of this fo~ vtl?, hate

conopole and quadruple pairing and multipola interactions:

H = GOS+S + 02Dt”D + I ~(r) R\r).R(r)

r-1 ,2,3

[’1.4)



where GO<G, and K(r), air), and V(L)~,k ●re the strengtho of the multipole inter-

action.

The ●igenstates of this Hamiltonian will be labeled by the quantum number

u. Those with u=O will correspond to the IBtl states ●nd those with u=l will

correspond to the IBF?I states. However all shell model state- will appear;

the remaining states will have ● higher value of u.

The aroup S08 haa three subgroups chains which have the

●s ●n SO~ subgroup. For values of the parameters of the

cmsene tbe symnet~ of theee subgroups, the eigenenergics

can be given in clo~ed form.

The first n-~etv “~rrespouds to subgroup chain

S08 3s05 a SU23S03 -

this chain the S05 group ih the symetry group of the

total pseudo-spin

li~miltonian which

of the Elamiltonimn

quadruple

later, SU2 is the weil knwn quasi-spiu group of pairing , ●nd S037)

pseudo-spin rotational group. For u=O etates the total pseudo-orbital

■ omentum is zero &nd hence the total ●ngular ❑omentum equals the total
(2)

spin, J=I. This symet~ o~curs for K =G2 ●nd the excited ●nergy

values fo. u=O ● re given by

(G2-GO)
E~(v,T,J) = ~V(Z1-V+2)+(K(3 )- G2)T(I+3)+~(K(1 )- K(3)) J(J+l) .

The quantum number v it the usual senil~rity, b)

v=n, n-2, . ...0,

I is the S05 quantum number,

I=*v, fv-2, . . ..Oorl

.-

(3.5)

oscil-

is the

●ngular

pseudo-

●igen-

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.81

JUJ J is the angular ❑omentud with ●llowed valuet determined by partitionirq

T,

T c 3p +~ (3.9)

where p, A tre non-negat~v~ inte&ero, ●nd then

JEA, A+l, ., .,2A-2,2A, (3.10)

Thit ~pectrw ia that of an anhamonic quadruple oscillator with the ●nergy



spacing bcLween levels almost linear in v with anhnrmonicity from thr Pauli

principle comint in naturally. Thio symet~ in the S08 model corre~ponds to

the SU5 symetry in the IBF1.

Another group chain is

(3.11)

and occurs for the pairing strength G9=G2. The eigtnopectrum for L=O is then

E: (u,l)Jj = (K(2)- GO)(O-N)(CNN+,) + (K(3)-K ‘2)) I(T+3)

+] (K(l) -K(3) )J(J+]) (3.12)

where N = ~ is the number of paira of valence rucleuns, ~ in Lhc SOb quan~um

uumber,

o= N, N-2, . ..ooll (3.13)

●nd the ●llowed values oi t are

~ z iJ, u -1, . . . . 0 , (3.14)

and the ●llowed value- of the angular momerltum J are the same a- in (3.9) ●nd

(3.10). This symnetry corresponds to ● y-un-table rotor ●nd SICO corre~pondo

to the S06 limit ot the IBtl,

The final group chain is

SQS973505 3s03 (3.15)

●nd ocrurs for K
(~) =~o. The eigenapectrum for UUO is given by

E~(~,v,J) ~= (G -Go) ~ (~-2n+;~+lCJ) + (K(3)-G2)T(T+3)

1 (1) -K
‘3’’)J(J+L) .+ F(U (3.16)

Thi- rymetry corrtspondn t~ ● repulnive quadrt’polr pairi~~c interaction. The

quantum number ; hno ~he -#me allowed values ●m ~eniority v,

.
v=n,n ‘2, . . . ,0 (?.17)

snd the ●llzued values of t sre,



1=*;, @2, . . ..Oorl (3. 18)

and the allowed valllee of J ●re the same as in (3.9J and (3.10). The rpectrum

for ● given valence number is that ,t s enharmonic qusdrupole oscillator like

the pairing iimit, but unlike the p-iring limit the spacing between levels

decreases #a the number of valence nucleonn increases.
3)

For the general HJmiltoui~n in which non? of these three s~etries prevail

the apec~rum will depend on the relative L-xength of the pairing interaction

and the quadruple intekactien. However it is clear from these soiwable

ltiit- tb,at a wide variety af npectra can occur in this ■odel.

For tbe ●llowed reprraentations of S08 and S06 for st~tes with u>O, see

Reference 3.

An application

diBtinguimhed ufib

6. THE Sp6 HODEL

to thr Samarium isotopes in which neutrons and protons were
/

nuccesefully carried out in Reference 8.

Just ● s in the case of the S08 ❑odel, all the states in th!s space can be

classified according to irreducible representaticm of the 9p6 group) ●nd the

qusntum number u which is the number of nucleono not in the special nonopole

or qurdrupole pair. However unlike the S08 ❑odel the mmber of states for

11=0 ● re nc’ IU one-to-one .~rrespondence with the IBPlg). The uumber of u=O

sts.e~ wili be lets than the number of IBH ctates because of the Pauli prin-

ciple. For this reason, which ●ay be unjustified, thiu model WaS not studied

ac ■uch ● s the S08 ❑odel, However ~here has been recent renewed intercot in
)this model’ .

StThe monopole pair cruation operator, , and quadruple pair creation

operator, hj, p=2,1,0, -],-2, cre Siven by applying (2.2) and (2.4)

+ t t (00)0St = f1[3(2i+l)] [~li ali]o
i

* t t (23)2bt= ~[3(2i+l)] [ali ●lilp .
IJi

[4.2a)

(4.2b)

Theme pair creation operators and their hermitian conjugate, plus the multi-

pole oper~tars with total pseudo-spin rank ●quol to zaro,

(r,O)r@ ● -Q[3(2i+l)]’ [a:l ~li]p
P

; tm0,1,2

i

(4.2C)



.
K= -2[2/3]$ fip(l) (4.2d)

In ●ddition to these operstors, the ❑ultipole operators

(4.3)

+ fit, ~(r) and generate an Sp2i+1comute with S , 8roup .

Hence ●ny ohell ❑odel Ham!ltoninn which has an Sp6 9 fipz.+l dynamical
? -’t

~yazoet~ will have ● aubnpace of ●igenatatea consisting of S , D pairs only.

The ❑ost 8eneral shell ❑odel Hamiltonian of this form will have monopole ●nd

quodrupole pairing and multipole interactions:

G Sts+ G2f)+.n+ I ~(r)~(r). ~(r)H=O (4.4)
r=l,2

‘here ‘C<G2
and ~(r), ai, aLIJV~!~ are the strefigths of the ❑ultipole inter-

ac~ions.

The ●igenstates of thie Hamiltonian will be labeled by the quantum number

u. ‘Those with u=O will correspond to ● subset of the IBM states ●nd those

with 11=1 will corre~pond to a aubeet of the IBFM otateo. However all shell

●odrl #tates will ●ppear; the remaininB otatea will have ● higher value of u.

The group Sp6 hRs two sub~roups chains which have the total pneudo-orbit~l

●ngular ❑omentum ● s ●n S03 subgroup. For valuea of the parameters of the

Hamiltonian which conoerve the symetq of these subgroups, the eiBenenergiea

of thr H~:411tonian can be given in closed form.

The firat spmct~ corresponds to subgroup chain

‘p62s03 e ‘“z~soa . (4,5)

7)
In t:.in chain SU2 ia the well known quaai-spin Broup of pairin8 , ●nd S03 i-

the pneudo-orbital ●ngular ❑ omentum group. For N=O states the pseudo-spin in

equal to zero and hence the total ●naular ❑omentum cquala the total pseudo-

orbitsl ●ngular momentum. This symmetry occurs for K
(2) =G2 and the excited

●nerty ●igenvaluea for u=O are given by

(G2-GO) 3 (1)
E:(v,J) = ~— v(m-vi2) + & - G2)J(J+1) . (4.6)



The quantum number v is the usual seniority,
6)

v= n,n-2, . . . . 0, (4.7)

●nd J is the angular momentum. This cpectrum is that of an inharmonic oscil-

lator with the energy spacing between levelu almost linear in v witi an-

harmonicity from the Pauli principle comiu~ in naturally. This aynxnet~ in

the Sp6 ❑odel corresponds partially to the SU5 symmetry in the IBM. Since Sp6

has no S05 subgroup, there is no T quantum number aa in the S08 mdel. The

IBH does have an S05 au~group and it ia for this reaBon that there is no

one-to-one correspondence between the Sp6 ❑odel and the lBH.

Another group chaiu is

(4.8)

and occurs for the pairing strength GO=G2. We u~e the fact that the SU3

Casimir operatGr is

C3 =
~ ~ ~(r).~(r) (4.9)

r=l,2

The eigenspectrum for u=O is then

E:(A,p,J) = (~(2)-G2)[(A-2N)(A+2N+3)tp(A+p+3) ]
—

2

(1)
-K(2))JfJ+l) ,+;(K (4.J.0)

wh~re N = \n js the number of pairo of valence nucleons, ●nd (A,p) ● re the

5~3 q uantum numbers. The allowed values of J for a given representation
)follow the same rules an in the IBtl.1 This ❑yucoetry corresponds to an axi~’-

ly -yrmet:ic rotor.

5.1 THE SU3 GROUNDSTATE BAND

All the stat,a in the SU3 representation (A,p) = (2N,0) which will corr~a-

pood to the ground state band for an sxlally oymetric rotor can be projected

from ●n intrinsic state compo-ed of N intrinsic pairs of nucleon~, Theoe

intrinnic pairs create t~o nucleon- with pseudo-orbital angular ● oaentum

projection zero, but total pseudo-~pin zero.



At=
[1

#1 3(2i+l) $ {a~o;ia~o; ii(o) ,
‘~

(3.1)

where the () coupling is for pseudo-Epin only. Hence thib pair does not have

● definite pseudo-orbital angular momentum.

F~r liSC1/2, i.e. the half-filled shell, the SU3 ●igenstates will be

projected from this intrinsic pair condensate,

I(2N,0)K,H;1 =0> = G
2K+~ ~ dwD~)(@?#@(AT)NIO>
‘k

(5.2a)

t-here I.&)(u) is the Wigner D-function’) , UJ are the Euler angles, ~(u) is a

pseudo-orbital angular ❑ omentum rotation, and ~ ie the normalization

%K=%#N

where B* is the

(5.2b)

IN normalization

PN if3 the Pauli correction factor

[1(;1)1 +

‘N =
($N)@)N-l

(5.2c)

(5.2d)

snd [0> is the core.
i-l

For N 1 ~ the SU3 representation (2fi,0) with K = fl-N will be lowe6t in

●nergy and is

nucleon holes.

(5.2).

From (5.2d)

representation

projected from an intrihaic state of ~ intrinsic pairs of

The /acuum 10>+16>, the closed shell, and N+~ in the formulae

Qwe see that PN = O for N > ~, Hence in this case the (2N,0)

vaniahes because of the Pauli priaciple. Likewioe (2fi,0)
r)

vanisheg for N > ~.

the SP6 model for

This i- sn rxample

Psuli principle but

comparison with data

in nuclei, lO)

Thus these lcfwcst SU3 representations do not exist in

(5.3)

of states which do not ●ximt in the Sp6 because of the

do exist in the IBM. Thit ❑ay not be s defect; only by

ctin wc judge whether this is ● vulid effect which ●xists



5.2 THE SU3 EXCITED BANDS

We can define ●n

by an intrinsic pair

excited u=2 band

with pseudo-spin

A;, =
11

# “X.?#l +(at .at }(1)
i 10;1 10; i p

by replacing one of the pairs in (5.2a)

1#0

(5.4)

Because of antieyunetry, I muBt of course be even. The u=2 statee with SU3

symet~ are projected

one pair with 1#0:

!(2N,0)K,H;I,IJ> =

where

from an intrinsic state with N-1 1=0 pair~l (5.1) and

(5.5)

(5.6)

Hence we bee that, as long as I is even but larger than zero, the normalizat-

ion is independent of 1. Furthermore we see tblt this SU3 band does not

exist for 11=2 for

(5.7)

which is ❑ ore restrictive than for the u=O statee as shown by (5.3).

The SU3 representation (2N,0) given in (5.5) occur~ for many bands,

1 =2imx-l,2imax-3, ,.. ,2 (5.8)

where i ❑ ax 10 the ❑aximum pseudc-spin iu the system.

These excited banda are important in understanding backbending in nuclear

high pin statea. 10)

5.3 STKONGLY COUPIIJl u=2 BAND

In the u=2 bands described by (5.5), the paelldo-spin is not part of the

collective rotational ❑oton. We can define a strongly coupled band by rota-



ting the pseudo-orbital ●ngular m-ntum and pseudo-spin together:

I(2N,0)I;JH> =
+

‘] JdUJD(J)(UOR(W)At (At) N-* [ 0>

an ~lJ Ho I,IJ=O
(5.9a)

where

[ 1

+,X(2K+1)(: : g)2 rl&l
kIJ= ~

(5.9b)

In the ●bove the rotation R(Q) acts on both pseudo-orbital sngulcr ❑omentum

and pseudo-cpin.

5,4 TRANSITION RATES

For the qusdrupole transitiocm between u=O ttates, the quedrupole operator

will be proportional to the quudrupole operator which is a ucalar with rempect
(2)

to poeudo-spin; i.e. the operttor ~U Siven in (4,2e). The matrix elemmts
\

of these operstoro ●re the same a- Liose given by the

This ■ust be so becauoe in both canes the quadruple

of the SU3 group ●nd hence the mstrix ●lements will

quantum number.

5.5 PAIRING ENEFWT

SU3 limit of the ISPll’.

operator in ● generator

depend only on the SU3

The pairing binding energy in tie u=O lowest SU3 hand in

<(~,O)K,H;I=Olstsl (~,O)K,H;I=O>

-(}N+1)(2:::)(2N’K+I) ,
2(2 )

(5.108)

As the ●ngular ❑-ntum, J=K, Incretoac, this binding energy decrasoao. For

the u-O band the pairing is 10SR which ●akes these band- hi@er in ener~ for

the seine K:

<(~,O)K,H;I@O,plStSl (n,O)K,H;I#O,p>

(&N).
=Q#~ <(2N,0)K,?I; I=OIS+SI (2N,0)K,H; I=O> ,

(~N+l)
(5.10b)



However for a given total ●ngular mmentua J, where of course JEI+K, I’Z-1,

. . . , 11-KI, if more angular momentum is put into the pseudo-spin, I, snd

leas iLt~ the pceudo-orbital ●ngular mmrntum X, the psiring bindiw ener~

for tha: state will Increate. tlenre for some J, the stcte with 1#0 my bec-

lover in energy. T*M the Yra~~ level will be in snother band leadi~g to a

diffrrent aoment of inertia for tie Yrast band.lo) Of course this ●ffect,

which occurs naturally la this ■odel, in outside the scope of the pure IB?I

since it deals only with the u=O band. Additional quoi-particle state- mmt

be introduced into the IBH.ll)
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